Student donors are supporting the Pi Kappa Alpha Foundation with gifts to the φκα Club. Participation in 2018-2019 included over 4,200 Pike student members; 48 chapters and two colonies have achieved 100% participation status with total donations exceeding $87,000. Proceeds of gifts to the PIKE Fund at the φκα Club level benefit the Chapter Endowment Fund of the donor’s chapter. Scholarships issued from a chapter’s endowment benefit students in several ways, including underwriting scholarships for participation in Pike University leadership events.

**Congratulations to the following chapters for 100% participation in 2019-2020**

- Epsilon (Virginia Tech)  Epsilon Epsilon (Toledo)
- Kappa (Transylvania)  Epsilon Kappa (Lamar)
- Omega (Kentucky)  Epsilon Lambda (Murray State)
- Alpha Iota (Millsaps)  Epsilon Upsilon (Gannon)
- Alpha Kappa (Missouri S&T)  Epsilon Phi (Central Arkansas)
- Alpha Xi (Cincinnati)  Zeta Mu (Idaho)
- Alpha Rho (Ohio State)  Zeta Sigma (Florida Tech)
- Alpha Omega (Kansas State)  Eta Kappa (South Alabama)
- Beta Theta (Cornell)  Eta Omicron (Monroe, LA)
- Beta Omicron (Oklahoma)  Eta Rho (Northern Kentucky)
- Gamma Beta (Nebraska)  Theta Omicron (Indiana State)
- Gamma Delta (Arizona)  Theta Psi (Chapman)
- Gamma Kappa (Montana State)  Iota Gamma (Nebraska-Kearney)
- Gamma Xi (Washington State)  Iota Delta (Rose-Hulman)
- Gamma Tau (Rensselaer)  Kappa Pi (South Dakota)
- Gamma Upsilon (Tulsa)  Kappa Psi (Cal Poly Pomona)
- Delta Mu (Southern Mississippi)  Lambda Delta (Vermont)
- Delta Xi (Indiana)  Lambda Iota (Central Oklahoma)
- Delta Rho (Linfield)  Lambda Phi (North Carolina-Wilmington)
- Delta Chi (Nebraska-Omaha)  Mu Epsilon (California State-Fullerton)
- Colony at Delaware

**Still looking for renewals from these 2018-2019 100% Chapters:**

- Zeta (Tennessee)  Eta Pi (West Florida)
- Alpha Epsilon (North Carolina State)  Theta Theta (Texas A&M)
- Alpha Zeta (Arkansas)  Theta Pi (Alabama-Huntsville)
- Alpha Tau (Utah)  Theta Rho (Northern Arizona)
- Beta Alpha (Pennsylvania State)  Iota Upsilon (Georgia Southern)
- Beta Beta (Washington)  Lambda Gamma (Montclair State)
- Gamma Nu (Iowa)  Lambda Mu (Embry-Riddle)
- Gamma Omega (Miami)  Lambda Rho (North Carolina-Greensboro)
- Delta Theta (Arkansas State)  Mu Delta (McMaster)
- Zeta Omega (Louisiana-Lafayette)

**Are you φκα?**

To join Pi Kappa Alpha’s list of loyal undergraduate donors, contact Development Operations Officer Muffin Dixon
at 901-333-2762; mdixon@pikes.org, or join online at www.pikefoundation.org.